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1 Introduction 
 

Handwriting is an important skill for children to master in their time at primary school and 
will aid them into adulthood. Handwriting is a skill that needs to be taught discretely but 
one which requires constant feedback whenever children write. 
At Featherstone Wood Primary School we will ensure that our children take pride in their 
presentation and foster a fluent and easily legible style of handwriting.  
 
2 Aims and objectives 
 

The aims and objectives of handwriting are: 
 

to enable pupils to write efficiently  

to enable pupils to write in a range of contexts – note taking compared with 
writing for a finished piece 

to enable pupils to write in a consistent a legible style  

to enable pupils to take pride in their learning and the message they are 
communicating through their writing. 

 
3 Handwriting style 
 

At Featherstone Wood School we have adopted a cursive style of writing. This will be 
modelled to children in their books and on displays. Whenever adults write in school it 
must always be in the agreed script. In the Early Years adults will almost always print 
words un-joined, whereas into KS1 adults will most certainly need to get the children used 
to reading and writing in a joined style. 

 All lowercase letters start on the line 
 Capitals are double the size of lowercase letters and are always un-joined – they do 

not start on the line 
 All letters can join to one another  
 Particular attention must be paid to the lowercase f and k, p, q, x and z and how 

they are joined to and from 
 g and y do loop back on from their descender  

 
A sample of handwriting for reference is attached to this policy. 

 
4 Handwriting Sessions 

 

Handwriting will be taught in a daily discrete session of 15 minutes to enable children to be 
taught and practise their writing skills. We will use the designated handwriting books and 
children in KS2 will be expected to use a blue handwriting pen. Some children at the end 
of Year 2 may be ready for a pen in time for Year 3. 
 
Handwriting sessions will be differentiated – potentially some children will require a pen 
grip, some may still need to print, while others may be joins strings of letters. Where 
children are not ready for writing in their books, the children will be provided with the 
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opportunity to practise their taught skills in sand, with chalk or take part in other activities 
which enable them to work on their gross and fine motor skills. This is especially true in the 
Foundation Stage and into Year 1. 
 
Teachers will use their knowledge of Assessment for Learning to decide which letters to 
print or join next. Perhaps this will link to their high frequency words or phonics which are 
currently being taught. In KS2 handwriting could link to their spelling patterns, weekly 
spellings or to the topic there are learning about. 
 
Handwriting sessions will be kinaesthetic with a range of resources and strategies used. 
Across the week new learning will be modelled by adults and explicitly taught, and then the 
children will have the opportunity to practise, refine and apply their skills.  
 
5 Stages of Progression 

 
EYFS – adults will always model a printed cursive script everywhere they write and 
encourage the children to do the same when they write. Misconceptions will be addressed 
immediately and children will be encouraged to self-correct. Words will be printed by the 
end of Reception. 
 
Year 1 and 2 – the children will be encouraged to join 2 or 3 letters – igh for example, 
which links to their phonics. By the end of Year 2 children will be joining entire words. 
 
Year 3 and 4 – teachers will consolidate joining. The children may have to copy a poem or 
complete a dictation ensuring accuracy in spelling and punctuation as part of their 
handwriting sessions.  
 
6 Pen Licences  
 
When a child is given their pen licence they are ready to write in pen in all learning, but still 
in pencil for maths and of course when drawing. However, if a child’s handwriting does not 
continue to improve or standards in presentation slip then the licence will be revoked and 
the children encouraged to earn it back which clear feedback on how to do so. In this way, 
the some children will begin to earn their licence in the Summer Term of Year 2 and into 
Year 3. Through the Autumn Term of Year 3 we would expect all children to have earned 
their licence.  
 
7 Feedback 
 
Children should be given feedback in the usual way in accordance with our Marking and 
Feedback Policy. This includes self and peer assessment and responding to feedback. 
Some positive and constructive feedback should be left on a regular basis; once a week as 
a minimum.  
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